Merrill Osmond, lead singer of The Osmonds, has spent nearly 60 years in show business. The
lessons Merrill has learned along the way are absolutely priceless and worth sharing. He’s made
it his personal mission to spend the rest of his life passing on these valuable tools with
audiences around the world.
Justin Osmond, the 2nd son of Merrill, has "overcome" a 90% hearing loss and though he was
constantly told he couldn’t, he’s proved them wrong and has gone on to run several successful
businesses & charities. He knows that the work ethic, persistence, positive attitude and
goal-oriented skills he's developed have been crucial in his life and he enjoys sharing these
messages with others.
Merrill and Justin have teamed-up for an epic presentation of inspired messages and music
designed to help audiences take their business and personal lives to the next level, with no
excuses. The program, Sound Advice, is a journey of over 60 years of unique experiences lived
by two generations. They share an inside look to the many lessons they’ve gathered
throughout the years. They also share personal and professional advice from friends such as
Elvis Presley, Frank Sinatra, Ronald Reagan, Led Zeppelin, Michael Jackson, Paul McCartney,
Chuck Norris to name a few.
Merrill and Justin use their personal experiences to show each person how they can face their
fears and challenges, discover and focus on their strengths, have a positive attitude, work with
difficult people, and achieve their full potential. Each presentation is customized to align with
the meeting message and theme.
Although many of the messages are universal, they don't believe in a one-size-fits-all solution.
Each audience is unique and deserves individual attention. They know it's the little things that
make the biggest impact in productivity and overall profitability and success. Bring a little
“Sound Advice” to your next meeting or event!
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